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it is only necessary to turn the table up on its edge and hold the
rod, A B, at rest in a vertical position. Then set the clamp at
such a point that the weight of the mass, m, is just sufficient
to make it oscillate between the stops, S and B. This position of
the clamp is described by the following equation:
K e = mg
Now replace the table in its horizontal position and rotate it at
such a speedindicated again by the sounderthat. we have
K e === m r w2
Eliminating K e/m between these two equations we have for our
laboratory equation, o- == r zv2&>
Certainly no one will imagine this an exact method for the
determination of ttg9’; yet I have repeated the experiment suffi-
ciently often to find that it is more accurate than the classical de-
vice of Atwood; at the same time it is more easily manipulated
and is vastly more instructive to the student.
The upshot of the whole matter then is that, while mass-accel-
eration furnishes an excellent definition and measure of force, it is
not a universally applicable criterion of force. Elastic deforma-
tions and other physical effects serve quite as well to indicate the
presence of a force as does mass-acceleration.
May it not be well, therefore, while holding rigidly to the
Newtonian conception of force, to make it very clear to the stu-
dent that the one physical feature which is probably characteristic
of all forces is a state of stress; and that these various stresses
gravitational, magnetic, electric, elastic, etc., may be employed to
equilitrate one another?
LATITUDE AND THE LENGTH OF DAY.
A LABORATORY EXERCISE.
BY JOSEPH F. MORSE,
Medill- High School, Chicago,
I. ALMANAC STUDY.
From an almanac answer the following questions for Chicago
(New York or Boston) latitude:
(a) When are the days most nearly equal with the nights?
(Equinox.)
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(^) When are the days longest? How long?
(c) When are the days shortest? How short?
(d) When do the days change in length least rapidly?
(Solstice.)
(<?) What is the least, greatest and average change in length
of day in two weeks^ time ?
To answer above questions compare times of sunrise and
sunset at intervals of two weeksfrom Jan. 1 to Dec. 31 (in-
clusive)and tabulate results, as follows:
New York Latitude.
Length Gain
Date of day. or loss.
H. M.
Jan. 1 920
Jan. 15 936
Jan. 29 1003
+ 16 minutes.
4- 27 minutes.
-4- 30 minutes.
* Feb. 12 1033
etc.
Of course, the conclusions reached by pupils from the almanac
study will not agree exactly with the dates of equinox and solstice,
the length of solstice days, etc., as computed astronomically from
the center of the "fictitious sun" and without regard to refraction.
With younger pupils (physiography class) the teacher may
explain how the bending of the sun’s rays by the air, and the
computing of sunrise and sunset from the upper edge of the sun
lengthens the almanac day, and may call attention to the "sun
fast" and "sun slow" column in the almanac, as suggesting a fur-
ther reason"that cannot be taken up now"why the almanac
data do not agree with those of the astronomer. The pupils should
then be given the dates of equinox and solstice as computed as-
tronomicallynamely, March 21 and September 22, June 21 and
December 22.
With astronomy pupils the almanac study may serve as an
introduction to a study of the elliptical orbit of the earth, the
law of the radius vector, and the difference between the "ap-
parent" and "mean" solar daysall this in attempting to dis-
cover what is meant by "sun slow" and "sun fast" in the almanac.
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n. LENGTH-OF-DAY CURVES.
The general facts regarding seasonal changes in length of
day discovered by the almanac study may be pictured to the eye
as follows:
Near the middle of a sheet of cross-section paper draw a
horizontal equinox line twelve centimeters long, representing one
years time from March 21 to March 21. Divide the line into
four equal parts. The middle is September 22. At the solstice
points on this lineone-fourth and three-fourths of its length
draw vertical lines extending six centimeters above and below
the equinox line, and let each vertical centimeter space represent
two hours of time.
Since all places on the earth have equinox at the same times,
all length-of-day curves will begin and end on the equinox line
(March 21) and will cross it September 22.
Wheri days are longer than twelve hours, let the curve run
above the equinox line, and belozv it when the nights are longer.
The almanac gives Chicago’s longest days as approximately
fifteen hours around June 21, and longest nights as about fifteen
hours around December 22. Chicago’s curve would then move
upward from March 21, cross the June solstice perpendicular
one and one-half centimeters above the equinox line, and then
descend, crossing equinox September 22, and reaching the Decem-
ber solstice perpendicular one and one-half centimeters below the
equinox line. From there it would return to equinox level. (See
appended diagram.)
The curve should be gently rounded at the solstice levels, to
show the solstice periods of little change in length of day.
JDoes Chicago have more hours of sunshine or of night in
the course of a year? Note that the space enclosed by the part
of the curve above the equinox line just equals the space enclosed
by the part below it.
All latitudes have° their longest days and nights at solstice
times, and everywhere on the earth the mid-winter nights are of
the same length as the midsummer days.
North of the equator all places have their longest days around
June 21, and the longest nights around December 22.
The almanac shows New Orleans’ longest days and nights
to be about fourteen hours. Draw the curve for New Orleans.
How does it compare with Chicago’s curve? How could the
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curve of a place still nearer the equator differ from that of New
Orleans? How would the "curve" of a place on the equator
(Quito) run?
The longest days and nights at Paris are about sixteen hours;
at Klondike about twenty hours, and on the arctic circle (North-
ern Iceland) twenty-four hours.
Draw curves for these places, and compare them with the
curves of places nearer the equator.
At Hammerfest the sun does not set for about two months in
midsummer, nor rise for two months in midwinter. To show
this, the curve for Hammerfest must reach the twenty-four-hour
day level, one month before June 21, continue on that level until
one month after that date, then descend through September 22
to reach the twenty-four-hour night level one month before De-
cember 22, continue on that level to January 22. and then rise to
March 21. Note that a curve cannot rise or descend beyond the
twenty-four-hour levels, as there cannot be more than twenty-
four hours of sunshine or night in one day. Continuous sunshine
or night for a longer period than one day is indicated by continu-
ing the curve on the twenty-four-hour level for the required
length of timetwo months in the case of Hammerfest.
Spitsbergen has sunshine for about four months in summer,
and night for four months in winter. Draw the curve for Spitz-
bergen.
Draw the curve to show six months of sunshine in summer
and a six-months’ night in winter at the north pole.
As one goes southward from the equator the solstice days and
nights increase in length with latitude to the same extent as north
of the equator, but the longest nights occur around June 21, and
the longest days around December 22. Draw curves for the
following places, determining the length of their solstice days
and nights by comparing their latitudes with those of the places
north of the equator mentioned above:Bloemfontein, Tasmania,
Santa Cruz (South America), Antarctic Circle, and South Pole.
Why are no places given corresponding to Klondike, Hammer-
fest and Spitzbergen?
The appended diagram shows the length-of-day curves for
all the places that have been mentioned, as these curves would
appear drawn on the same background.
Pupils should finally sum up their study of the relation of sea-
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sonal changes in the length of day to latitude in a series of con-
cise statementssomewhat as follows:
(a) The equator has a twelve-hour day the year through.
(b) All other latitudes have equinox only on March 21 and
September 22.
(c) All latitudes have an equal amount of sunshinesix
monthsin the course of a year, the nights being as much longer
than twelve hours in winter as the days are in summer.
(d) As one goes away from the equator the sunshine is
"bunched" more and more into one part of the year, and the night
into the otherthe sunshine being thrown more and more around
June 21 northward from the equator, and around December 22
southward from the equator.
LENGTH-OF-DAY CURVES
1 New Orleans
2 Chicago
3 Paris
4 Klondike
5 Arctic Circle
6 Hammerfest
1’ Bloemfontein
y Tasmania
3/ Santa Cruz
y Antarctic Circle
7 Spitzbergen
